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from insurance claim−based data using Kaplan−Meier estimate. Statistical significance was determined
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NOTCH1 mutations were identified in 16.4% (N=258) of HNSCC patients, with increased prevalence in

patients =60 years (19 vs 11% <60 years, p<0.001), primary tumors (19 vs 11% in metastases, p<0.001),

and p16− patients (23 vs 11% p16+, p<0.001). Further stratification by PDL1 expression showed lower

NOTCH1 mutations rates (12%) in PDL1− samples, while PDL1+ samples with low (Combined Positive Score,

CPS 1−20) and high (CPS > 20) expression had similar rates (21 and 25%, respectively). NOTCH1 mutations

were associated with worse OS (1.2 HR, 95% CI 1.0−1.4, p=0.03), and while no difference was observed

in p16+ and p16− subgroups, p16− patients harboring NOTCH1 mutations were more frequently co−mutated

with FAT1 (43 vs 19% in NOTCH1 WT, p<0.01) and PIK3CA (17 vs 9%, p<0.05). Among NOTCH1−WT patients,

NOTCHsig−High was more common in p16− patients (56 vs 45% p16+, p<0.01), metastases (59 vs 51% in

primary, p<0.05), and PDL1− patients (67 vs 53% PDL1+ low vs 47% PDL1+ high, p<0.05). NOTCHsig−High
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**WINNER** 'Clinical & Translational' Category for 2023 Lifespan Research Day

Analysis of the NOTCH pathway in HNSCCC: A target with a wide prognostic
and therapeutic potential.
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This study intends to analyze COVID−19 data and examine how it affects social life in people. The

study includes a variety of COVID−19 data analysis topics, such as the cooperative use of AI, ML, deep

learning, and the Internet of Things (IoT) in the COVID−19 eradication effort. Additionally, the project

investigates how artificial intelligence and Internet of Things (IoT) techniques might be used to

forecast, identify, and diagnose patients with the novel coronavirus. Using social network analysis and

sentiment analysis techniques, the project will also look into how false information, corrupted data,

and conspiracy theories are spread on social media sites like Twitter. Existing approaches are assessed

through a thorough comparative examination. In the end, the study will offer various data analysis

methods, identify areas for future research, and offer broad guidelines for successfully controlling the

coronavirus and adjusting to the shifting work and living circumstances.
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The study used a thorough and methodical way to look into several COVID−19 data analysis issues. The

survey report starts out by introducing the novel virus and exploring the historical background of

earlier pandemics. The research also examines the function of social media and online activism in the

communication of COVID−19−related information. The study primarily looks at how social media sites

affect the propagation of false information and fabricated virus−related data. The project also examines

the application of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and Internet of Things (IoT) strategies to

attack COVID−19.
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The comprehensive survey on COVID−19 data analysis yielded significant findings across various research

areas. Firstly, the study highlighted the emergence of the novel coronavirus and provided insights

into previous pandemics of the last century, establishing a contextual foundation for understanding

the current crisis. The role of social media platforms in the dissemination of information related to

COVID−19 was thoroughly examined. It was observed that social media played a crucial role in the spread

of fake news and manipulated results concerning the virus. The study delved into the application of

artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and Internet of Things (IoT) techniques in the

fight against COVID−19. AI techniques also demonstrated promise in detecting, predicting, and diagnosing

COVID−19 infections.
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There is increasing evidence for a profound and persistent impact of adverse childhood experiences

(ACEs) on psychological and physical health outcomes over the lifespan. In 2021, we established a

Center of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) for Stress, Trauma, and Resilience (STAR) at The Miriam

Hospital. The STAR COBRE supports transformative research to understand how stress and trauma impact

mental and physical health and to develop novel approaches to interventions that will promote resilience

across the lifespan.
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The STAR COBRE currently supports a diverse group of scholars including 3 Research Project Leaders,

2 Research Scientist Recruits, and 8 Pilot Project Leaders. STAR investigators are supported by: the

Community Collaborative (CC) Core−supports community partnerships, recruitment/retention of marginalized

& minoritized populations, and social justice initiatives; the Technology, Assessment, Data and Analysis

(TADA) Core−supports methods harnessing cutting−edge technology, data management and statistics; and

the Administrative Core−provides expert mentorship, networking and career development opportunities to

catalyze career trajectories and R01 submissions.
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The STAR COBRE serves as the only research center in Rhode Island focused on stress, trauma and

resilience−a focus that is urgently needed to address adversity−related health disparities, particularly

in the wake of the COVID−19 pandemic. We encourage early career investigators in RI who are interested

in or curious about STAR−related research to apply for pilot funding and to join our STAR community.

Visit starcobre.org to learn more.
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Urban children are at increased risk for asthma morbidity. Urban children with asthma are more

vulnerable to experiencing disrupted sleep when their asthma is in poor control. In this study, we

used objective methods to assess the extent to which the sleep period is disrupted in urban children

with asthma compared to healthy peers. Specifically, we examined the average frequency and duration of

awakenings during the sleep period in both groups of urban children. We also compared the number and

length of awakenings in children with well controlled asthma to those with poorly controlled asthma and

examined these associations by ethnic group status.
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This study included 346 children, aged 7−9 year−old (M=8.3, SD=0.86) from Latino (45%), Black/AA (34%)

and NLW (21%) backgrounds and their caregivers. 62% of the study population had asthma and 80% were

on controller medications. Among children with asthma, 64.4% had well controlled asthma. Children with

asthma had a higher number of awakenings compared to healthy controls (b=2.21, SE=.06, p=.05). There

was no difference in average length of awakenings between the two groups (p=.54). Children with not

well/poorly controlled asthma had significantly higher number of awakenings (b=2.40, SE=1.07, p=.03)

and slept fewer minutes overall (b=−19.03, SE=8.37, p=. 02) compared to children with well−controlled

asthma.
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The promise of pharmacogenomics (PGx) to improve medication safety and effectiveness is consistently

demonstrated in the literature, ushering in the early majority of adopters. Successful uptake hinges on

clinicians involved in patient care. Surveys of primary care providers found most lack formal training

in PGx and are unprepared to utilize it. The relevance of PGx extends beyond primary care, so there

is a need to assess prescriber preparedness across relevant specialties as PGx programs expand. As the

profession leading PGx implementation, it's important for pharmacists to recognize where their expertise

can supplement their physician and advanced practice provider colleagues. The aim of this study is to

collect the experience and perception of PGx for prescribers across eleven specialties at an integrated

academic health system.
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The response rate was 3.7% (60/1614) and represented eight specialties. Majority were physicians (70%)

and had been practicing for either 20+ years (32%) or were currently a trainee (22%). Over 70% had no

education in PGx but 77% were interested in receiving some. The mean PGx comfort score was 10 out of

a possible 40. 85% agreed genetics can influence response to medications and 53% agreed they prescribe

medications influenced by PGx. When asked if their patients would benefit from PGx, 22% agreed and 55%

were neutral.
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In 32 perinatally−infected ALHIV, mean age at diagnosis was 3.7 years (SD 2.7) and at antiretroviral

therapy initiation 5.2 years (SD 3.3). Mean number of clinic visits in the prior 12 months was 4 (S.D

0.48, range 3−6). Half were still in high school, and most (88%) lived with their biological parents.

The mean TRAQ scores were Appointment Keeping 3.82 (SD 0.61); Tracking Health Issues 3.43 (SD 0.93);

Managing Medications 4.56 (SD 0.59); Talking with Providers 4.71 (SD 0.4); and Managing Daily Activities

4.52 (SD 0.46).
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In a first−of−its−kind study in East Africa, a validated HCT assessment in Rwandan ALHIV suggests

overall readiness in managing medications, daily living tasks and communication with providers. Needs

for further education in tracking health issues and keeping appointments were identified, which are

important for independent self−management of chronic disease. Longitudinal follow−up and comparison

to other populations (now feasible due to using a validated tool) are needed, to develop and further

evaluate the impact of needed interventions on post−transition outcomes.
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Heart failure (HF) is a chronic condition requiring management of symptoms with medication, device, and

lifestyle changes. Despite improvements in treatments for HF, over time symptoms worsen, making HF the

most common cause for hospital readmission. The cost of HF hospitalizations was more than $20 billion in

2012 and is expected to reach over 50 billion by 2030. Readmissions can be avoided by monitoring weight

daily, maintaining healthy blood pressure, adhering to a low sodium diet, medication compliance, and

daily exercise. We aimed to reduce 30−day readmission rate and improve patients' health by employing

self−monitoring strategies for early indications of HF exacerbations.
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daily, maintaining healthy blood pressure, adhering to a low sodium diet, medication compliance, and
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Individual patients in the TG had fewer readmissions than the CG during the follow up (8% vs 33%).

Thirty day readmissions for the study cohort were far less than the average for HF patients which is

about 25% according to the AHA. Limitations include small sample size and short follow up. Because

of the pandemic patients waited to go to the hospital until they were sicker. Results may have been

different if we enrolled patients earlier on in HF exacerbation.
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram. Systematic identification of studies that evaluated sexual

health in college women who experienced sexual violence. PRISMA = Preferred Reporting Items

for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
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or CON, the vast majority of referring providers reported not assessing the neck as a point of origin

for the patient's symptoms. The percentage of medical providers using evidence−based techniques to

identify cervical involvement such as the CCFT, SP, SCFRT was even worse. CROM was used by the majority

of medical providers despite its lack of validity in assessing upper cervical spine mobility.
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Knee Osteoarthritis (OA) is a leading cause of disability and functional impairment in the United

States. As the articular cartilage is regularly exposed to biomechanical forces from joint impact,

focal cartilage are common. There is a need to develop effective strategies to restore damaged

cartilage tissue. Bone−marrow−derived mesenchymal stromal cells (BM−MSCs) have been extensively

researched in preclinical models of cartilage restoration. However, BM−MSCs have certain limitations.

During late−stage chondrogenesis, BM−MSCs exhibit increased gene expression of common cartilage

hypertrophy−ossification markers. DLX5, a bone−morphogenic protein 2 (BMP−2) inducible transcription

factor and hypertrophy markers, is significantly upregulated in BM−MSCs and in the chondrocytes isolated

from OA patients. The objective of this study is to investigate the therapeutic efficacy of using DLX5

knock−down BM−MSCs as a cell based therapy for attenuating OA.
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Schistosomiasis causes anemia and impaired linear growth among children. However, there is a paucity of

evidence in pre−school age children (PSAC) because it was commonly held that they were not significantly

infected, and studies addressing reversibility of morbidity with praziquantel (PZQ) are limited as PZQ

has only recently been approved for children ages 1−4. As part of an ongoing NIH−funded phase II trial

of optimal PZQ dosing for PSAC ages 12−48 months in Uganda, we present baseline findings assessing S.

mansoni infection and nutritional morbidities.
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PZQ treatment and will be followed for 12 months. At baseline, infection burden was associated with

an increased risk for anemia, which may be explained in part by occult blood loss associated with

schistosome egg−induced intestinal damage. Evidence of PSAC experiencing schistosomiasis−related

nutritional morbidities further demonstrates the need for PZQ mass drug administration campaigns to

include young children in endemic areas.
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Elevated blood pressure is a common occurrence in pregnancy that poses risk for adverse outcomes. One in

ten women experience hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, yet no non−pharmacological interventions exist

to prevent hypertension onset. Studies have indicated that social support plays a role in protecting

individuals against various life stressors, and it has been identified as an indicator of cardiovascular

well−being. Therefore, our objective is to investigate the relationship between self−reported and

ecological momentary assessment (EMA)−reported social support and blood pressure levels in pregnant

women.
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Enrolled participants were 32 years old (SD=5) with an average gestational age of 17 weeks and 5

days. Twenty percent reported Hispanic ethnicity, 57% reported their race as White, 17% Black/African

American; 37% of participants were nulliparous and 83% were partnered. Participants who reported higher

partner support on the PSSI also reported lower EMA−based negative social support (r= −.749, p<0.001).

Higher scores on both PSSI and EMA−based social support measures were associated with lower 24−hour

blood pressure. Specifically, we found negative correlations between EMA−reported positive social

support measures and daytime blood pressure (Systolic: r= −.451, p=0.046; Diastolic: r= −.553, p=0.011).

We also found negative correlations between PSSI subscales of satisfaction with social support and

healthcare−related social support and 24−hour diastolic blood pressure (r=−.415, p=.039 and r=−.333,

p=.038, respectively).
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of osteoarthritis, with altered joint loading a primary mechanism for these pathologies. However, the

in vivo loads at the joints are not known. The goal for this project is to develop an instrumented

replacement trapezium capable of measuring the loads in vivo.
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A novel design utilizing a diaphragm as the load sensing element was incorporated into a trapezium

bone replacement. Five strain gauges were bonded to the underside of the diaphragm. Calibration with a

supervised neural network was performed by securing the diaphragm designs to a 6 DOF load cell, applying

loads (Fx: 65.1N, Fy: 68.6N, Fz: 53.4N, Mx: 0.28Nm, My: 0.04Nm, and Mz: 0.26 Nm), and comparing the

sensing element loads to the 6 DOF load cell loads. Loading along the longitudinal axis of the first

metacarpal (Fy) was set as the most critical outcome measure. Accuracy was defined as the 95% CI of the

range of the limits of agreement (LOA) using a Bland−Altman analysis.
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fetal growth analysis. Sleep onset position and predominant sleep position were significantly correlated

in both early (p=0.001) and late (p<0.01) pregnancy. However, supine going−to−bed position predicted

predominant supine sleep in only 47% of women. There was a significant change in sleep position between

early and late pregnancy (p=0.04) with a reduction in predominant supine sleepers (51.6% to 30.2%)

and an increase in left lateral sleepers (24.6% to 37.3%). Percent of sleep spent supine and oxygen

desaturation index, in third trimester, were significantly associated after BMI adjustment (B=0.018,

p=0.04). Models did not suggest significant effects of supine sleep on growth velocity, in early or late

pregnancy (p>0.05).
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This is a secondary analysis of baseline data of women with singleton pregnancies with overweight

or obesity before 18 weeks of gestation. Consecutive participants with respiratory event index (REI)

>5 events per hour were selected as the OSA group and consecutive participants with REI <1 event per

hour as the control group. We collected medical and demographic information by questionnaires and

chart review, and included in−home sleep apnea testing using Nox T3, level III device, which collected

respiratory event index (REI), used as diagnostic criterion of OSA. AMH (anti−Mullerian hormone) levels

were determined in serum using enzyme−linked immunosorbent assay. Linear regression analyses of the

association of AMH with respiratory measures were performed.
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The growing burden of antibiotic resistant pathogens warrants rapid attention to developing novel

antimicrobial modalities. This is coupled with the heavy cost incurred upon hospitals and patients due

to chronic surgical site infections, with 300k−500k cases occurring annually in the US and a monetary

cost of upwards of $1.5B. The aim of this project is to analyze the cytotoxic effect of a novel

antimicrobial, silver carboxylate, on human cells involved in surgical wounds. Silver carboxylate may

provide an improvement to antibiotics in that silver induces bacterial death in a multimodal fashion,

and the organic moiety improves entry of the silver ion into bacterial cells. We are specifically

investigating the apoptotic versus necrotic mechanism with the goal of inhibiting apoptosis and

improving human cell viability while promoting microbial death.
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Figure 1. Levels of apoptosis in skeletal muscle cells after 24hr condition exposure. Statistically
significant increase in apoptosis seen between the 1x and higher AgCar concentrations as well
as the media and cell blanks. N=24
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Thumb carpometacarpal (CMC) joint range of motion (ROM) is reduced in osteoarthritis (OA), yet the

underlying causes remain unclear. An in vitro ROM assessment could identify the influence of inherent

stabilizing structures. This work's aim was to develop an approach to determine the multi−directional

biomechanics of the CMC joint in vitro and demonstrate its implementation in six specimens.
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Six human forearms (4M, 2F, 27−63 yrs.) were sectioned at the radius/ulna midshaft. Bones distal to

the carpus were removed, except for the first metacarpal (MC1) and the proximal head of the second

metacarpal (MC2). A TPM Sensor with 6 infrared markers was rigidly attached to the TPM via k−wires.

The MC1 was mounted to the end effector of a 6−axis industrial robot (KUKA). Motion of MC1 with respect

to TPM was computed based on bone coordinate systems (CS) generated from the principal directions of

articular surface curvature of CT−segmented bone models. CS were directed volarly (+x), proximally (+y),

and radially (+z). 32 tests were performed: maximum rotational ROM in flexion, extension, abduction,

and adduction, and in 20 combined directions (15−degree increments from primary directions); maximum

translation in volar, dorsal, radial, ulnar, and four combined directions. Rotations and translations

proceeded at 1°/s or 1 mm/s until a resultant load of 1 Nm or 30 N, respectively. Polar plots were

generated from max ROM in each direction.
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 Figure 1. Rotational (left, degrees) and Translational (right, mm) ROM envelopes for 6 CMC specimens. 
 Flexion (FL), Extension (EX), Abduction (AB), Adduction (AD), Volar (V), Dorsal (D), Radial (R), Ulnar (U) 
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In 1992, the FDA began the Accelerated Approval (AA) Program, largely in response to the HIV/AIDS

epidemic. The program became increasingly popular in the field of oncology starting in 2000, as 85% of

drugs approved through the AA pathway between 2010 and 2020 were for oncologic indications. Surrogate

end points are often used to predict clinical benefit prior to completion of full clinical trials,

and sponsors are required to conduct confirmatory trials to obtain regular approval. We examined the

outcomes of all FDA accelerated approvals in the oncology domain from 2000−2018, including changes in

the label indication.
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the label indication.
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Of the 130 drugs reviewed, 46 (35%) of them became available for clinical use via an initial AA.

16 (35%) of these approved drugs had slight label changes for indication. Between 2000−2018, 68%

of oncology therapies that first received AA went on to receive full approval. The remaining 32% of

medications were either withdrawn due to lack of clinical evidence, or persist on the market without

supportive evidence for full approval. The time from AA to full approval ranged from 0.5 to 18 years,

with median 3 years.
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In a time of unprecedented mental health care demands, partial hospitalization programs (PHPs) are

crucial to the overall continuum of care. PHPs are intensive programs that fill the gap between

inpatient and outpatient services. They are more comprehensive than weekly outpatient care but allow

for the development of coping skills within community environments rather than in a more restrictive

environment (Vlavianos & McCarthy, 2022). Lifespan has been at the forefront of this model of care for

several decades by providing partial levels of care to children, adolescents and adults (e.g., Musella

et al., 2016; Musella & Hedrick, 2019; Zimmerman et al., 2023). During the COVID−19 pandemic, many of

these programs were adapted for telehealth, leading to innovative models of care beyond the pandemic.

This presentation aims to present research on the effectiveness of the Bradley REACH virtual PHP on

adolescent psychosocial functioning compared to in−person programs.
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Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) is an evidence−based approach that

involves screening adolescents with a validated self−report or interview tool, delivering a brief

intervention to teens who screen positive for substance use, and providing referral to treatment when

indicated. The American College of Surgeons established a verification guideline requiring level 1

trauma centers to screen all admitted trauma patients and provide brief intervention for those screening

positive; however, adherence to this guideline remains low. The Implementing Alcohol Misuse SBIRT

(IAMSBIRT) study used the Science to Service Laboratory (SSL) implementation strategy which includes

didactic workshop training, performance feedback, and monthly coaching to implement SBIRT across 10

pediatric trauma centers using a stepped wedge study design. This project presents findings from a

qualitative sub−study aimed at identifying key themes regarding trauma center nursing, social work, and

leadership preferences and experiences with the SSL during IAMSBIRT implementation.
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As individuals with sickle cell disease (SCD) live longer, sexual and reproductive health (SRH)

topics are prioritized. Adolescent and young adults (AYA) with SCD seek SRH medical advice from their

providers, most commonly their pediatric or adult hematologists. We aimed to quantify this potential

medical and knowledge gap through patient experiences with SRH in an AYA SCD population.
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A total of 12 participants were enrolled, aged 14−24 years of age (mean age 17.0 + 2.7 years). All

self−identified as Black/ African−American and all self−identified their gender as female. All but one

had reached menarche (mean age 13), and all denied a history of pregnancy. Most (N=9, 82%) endorsed

menstrual complaints including dysmenorrhea (n=8), and sometimes associated menses with pain crisis

(n=3). Of those who endorsed menstrual complaints, 2 had seen a provider, 1 was prescribed injectable

contraception and 1 an implant. Three endorsed coitarche. Two participants had seen a provider for

pregnancy prevention and were both prescribed the contraceptive implant. Most (N=8, 73%) had never seen

a health provider for, or discussed, contraception.
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privilege to order radiographs, commonly referred to as x−ray imaging. Prior studies have shown that

allowing PTs to order imaging results in lower healthcare costs, improved rehabilitation outcomes,

and improves access to care, however there is limited research on factors associated with ordering

practices by PTs in states with newly the acquired privilege to order radiographs. This study examined

the effect that continuing education had on the knowledge and confidence of PTs with respect to ordering

radiographs and measured the degree of appropriateness of PT radiograph orders.
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Hypertension, affecting more than 30% (greater than 1 billion) of adults worldwide, has been associated

with a 2−fold increased risk of epilepsy, potentially mediated by the renin−angiotensin−aldosterone

system (RAAS). Preclinical studies suggest that the use of angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) may

reduce the incidence of epilepsy. This study aimed to compare the risk of epilepsy between ARB and other

antihypertensive agents in adult patients with a diagnosis of hypertension.
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primary hypertension (ICD−9 code 401 and ICD−10 code I10) who were dispensed at least one outpatient

prescription of angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs), angiotensin receptor enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs),

ß−blockers (BBs), or calcium channel blockers (CCBs) from 2010 to 2017. Patients with a diagnosis of

epilepsy, or dispensed antiepileptic drugs 12 months prior to or within 90 days after initiating the

study drugs were excluded. Propensity scores were matched between patients who received either ACEIs,

BBs or CCBs, and patients who received ARBs. Cox regression analyses were used to evaluate epilepsy

incidence during follow−up in the ARB cohort compared to other antihypertensive classes. These analyses

were repeated for the various sub−types of ARBs.
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0.63−0.93), CCB (HR, 0.80; 95%CI, 0.66−0.98), ACEI (HR, 0.85; 95%CI, 0.70−1.04) and all antihypertensive

classes as a group (HR, 0.87; 95%CI, 0.71−1.07).
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nonHGPS cohort cross−sectionally and a HGPS cohort longitudinally. HGPS donations occurred at baseline

and intermittently while treated with farnesylation inhibitors lonafarnib ± pravastatin and zoledronate,

within 3 sequential open label clinical trials at Boston Children's Hospital totaling up to 13 years

of treatment. An ultrasensitive single molecule counting progerin immunoassay was developed. Intra−and

inter−patient group statistics were descriptive. The relationship between progerin and survival was

assessed using joint modeling with time−dependent slopes parameterization.
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Six subjects (female, 51−68 yrs) with no history of wrist or hand pathology were instructed to complete

seven wrist motion tasks, where motion was measured through five radiopaque beads placed on the dorsal

surface of the hand. An average of 400 frames were recorded per task. The 3D coordinates of the beads

were tracked for all motion using XMALab. Wrist motion was defined as the motion of the third metacarpal

(MC3) relative to the radius and was computed using BVR bone tracking software (Autoscoper). STA was

defined as the displacement of the average of the beads relative to a neutral pose and reported as a

function of wrist motion within each task.
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Figure 1. a) Box plot of the magnitude of average bead displacement for all subjects across seven 
mo on tasks: flexion-extension, radial-ulnar devia on, circumduc on, doorknob prona on and 
supina on, pitcher pouring, and hammering.  
b) Bead displacement at each degree of rota on (phi) for radial-ulnar devia on and flexion-
extension wrist mo on of all subjects (Radial-ulnar devia on mo on trial) 
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The goal of the COBRE Center on Sleep and circadian rhythms in child and adolescent mental health is

to build a center that will help bridge the chasm between sleep and circadian science and child and

adolescent mental health. The objective of the Sleep and Circadian Methods (SCM) Research Core is to

support researchers in the appropriate use of sleep and circadian methods across the research process.

Sleep and circadian data are complex and multimodal, requiring specialized expertise to select, acquire,

score, analyze and interpret. The center helps by providing multidisciplinary resources focused on all

aspects of the research process starting at study design moving through data acquisition and quality

control to data processing and ending at analysis and interpretation. The Long−term goal of this core is

to integrate pediatric sleep and circadian methods into Bradley Hospital infrastructure thus providing

an enduring resource that will support research addressing the interplay between mental health,

development, sleep, and circadian rhythms.
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The aims of the SCM Research Core are 1) Support Center investigators in the selection, acquisition,

scoring, analysis, and interpretation of sleep and circadian measures, 2) AIM 2: Facilitate access to

in−lab facilities, instrumentation, software, and database resources, required for acquisition, storage,

and scoring sleep and circadian data, and 3) Serve as resource for training in current best practices

and for identifying novel methodological, measurement, and analytic approaches to sleep and circadian

assessments suitable for pediatric mental health populations.
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Among young adults, maternal support is associated with a high sense of purpose in life (PIL). However,

less is known about the impact of fathers, especially among minoritized populations. Researchers have

critiqued cross−cultural use of parenting measures, noting that there is a dearth of studies explicitly

testing whether measures developed in predominantly White samples are measuring constructs similarly

across minoritized groups. In this study, we tested measurement invariance (by race/ethnicity) of

instruments assessing parental support and criticism and PIL among young adults. If measurement

invariance was established, our goal was to examine the association between maternal and paternal

criticism and support with PIL among White, Black, and Latinx young adults.
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criticism and support with PIL among White, Black, and Latinx young adults.
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All measures demonstrated configural invariance; full metric invariance (maternal support, paternal

support, paternal criticism, PIL) or partial metric invariance (maternal criticism); and full scalar

invariance or partial scalar invariance (maternal criticism). There were no effects of maternal or

paternal criticism on PIL after accounting for the impact of support. Paternal support among Black (ß

= .37, p < .00) and White (ß = .20, p = .01) young adults was associated with higher PIL (effects were

null for the Latinx group). While the univariate effects of maternal support on PIL were positive and

significant the multivariate effects were null.
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Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a profoundly debilitating psychiatric condition. Transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS) stands as an FDA approved treatment option for MDD, particularly for those

with treatment resistant depression (TRD). Although TMS is a safe treatment with proven efficacy,

response rates range from 45% to 60%, with remission rates reaching 30% to 40%. One possible explanation

for the variability in treatment outcomes could be attributed to individual differences, such as genetic

predisposition. Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) emerges as a plausible candidate underlying

such differences, as the BDNF gene functional polymorphism Val66Met has been demonstrated to have a

role in synaptic plasticity and antidepressant response. We examined the effects of BDNF polymorphism on

treatment outcomes for patients undergoing a standard course of TMS Therapy for MDD.
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Antibiotic resistance continues to be an increasingly difficult and impactful challenge to modern

healthcare. The development of novel antibiotics is time−consuming, and current antibiotics are

vulnerable to antibiotic resistance due to poor stewardship and overreliance on synthetic antibiotics

sharing a similar chemical structure. For this reason, silver, which has been shown to possess

multi−mechanistic antimicrobial properties, is a potential alternative or synergist to current 'last

resort' antibiotics. However, cytotoxicity concerns due to the uncontrolled release of silver have lead

to an 'smart release' formulation of silver, silver carboxylate (AgCar) within a matrix of titanium

dioxide and polydimethylsiloxane (TiO2/PDMS), which allows for controlled release of silver. While AgCar

has been shown to be safe with predictable pharmacokinetics of release, the antimicrobial mechanism of

action of AgCar has not been established. The aim of this project was to investigate the bactericidal

mechanism of action of AgCar, including how it influences the release of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) in Serratia marcescens and Methicillin−sensitive Staphylococcus aureus, two pathogens commonly

encountered in orthopedic infections.
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Characterization of the Antimicrobial Mechanisms of Silver Carboxylate
(AgCar) Released via a Titanium Dioxide/Polydimethyl Siloxane Matrix
in the Context of Serratia Marcescens and Methicillin−sensitive
Staphylococcus aureus



Figure 1. Serratia marcescens release of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) in response to AgCar gradients.
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Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is thought to occur when the knee is near full extension and

the tibia translates anteriorly by ~22 mm at ground contact. Reasons why there is an increased risk of

contralateral injury and premature joint degeneration after initial ACL tear remain ill−defined. While

ACL reconstruction (ACLR) is the standard−of−care, it does not mitigate these risks; however, residual

abnormal joint motion is thought to contribute in some way. The aim of this study was to investigate

hop landing joint motion at a time when ACLR patients are expected to demonstrate early signs of joint

degeneration.
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Twenty−one participants were recruited: 10 ACLR patients 10−15 years after surgery and 11 control

subjects. Dynamic knee position and range of motion were recorded bilaterally during a single leg hop

activity using a sophisticated 3D video x−ray imaging technique that captures motion of the underlying

bones with an accuracy of <1mm. The maximum anterior displacement of the tibia relative to the femur

was extracted, and peak anterior tibial position as a function of flexion angle was also quantified.

Generalized estimating equations were used to test for differences between ACLR patients and healthy

control subjects in knee alignment and range of motion, and for differences between knees (i.e.,

symmetry) within groups.
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Sexual harassment is associated with a variety of adverse outcomes (Bolduc et al., 2022). Among

adolescents in the United States, sexual harassment is prevalent, impacting nearly half of seventh to

twelfth graders each year (Hill & Kearl, 2011). Bystander intervention (BI) has emerged as an effective

approach to prevent sexual harassment (Mujal et al., 2021), with teacher engagement in BI having the

potential to be particularly impactful (Waterman et al., 2022). Results from prior research point to

social norms and perceived barriers as correlates of teacher BI (Collier et al., 2015; Edwards et al.,

2020; Meyer, 2008). However, research has focused primarily on teacher BI in relation to bullying. To

address this gap in the literature, the present study examines correlates of teachers' self−reported

likelihood to intervene in instances of peer−to−peer sexual harassment. It was hypothesized that:

1) teachers perceiving greater support for BI from educators and students would report greater BI

likelihood; and 2) teachers with greater barriers to BI and greater perceived acceptance of violence

among students would report lower BI likelihood.
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~80% increase in the odds of reporting an anxious reaction (unadjusted p=0.008; adjusted p=0.025). In

the adjusted model, non−white race was associated with ~30% the odds of reporting a positive reaction

(p=0.095) and a ~66% increase in the odds of reporting a negative reaction (p=0.040).
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Table 2. Regression results 

Positive Reaction 

 Unadjusted  Fully Adjusted 

 OR 95% CI p-value  OR 95% CI p-value 

ACES score 0.92 (0.86, 0.99) 0.022**  0.93 (0.87, 1.00) 0.068* 

Non-white race 0.55 (0.38, 0.80) 0.002**  0.71 (0.47, 1.06) 0.095* 

Low income 0.45 (0.31, 0.66) <0.001**  0.74 (0.46, 1.18) 0.205 

<HS education 0.60 (0.41, 0.86) 0.006**  1.30 (0.80, 2.10) 0.292 

Married 4.93 (3.24, 7.50) <0.001**  4.64 (2.76, 7.80) <0.001** 

Age (centered) 1.06 (1.03, 1.10) 0.001**  0.99 (0.95, 1.03) 0.668 

Constant --- --- ---  0.65 --- --- 

Negative Reaction 

ACES score 1.05 (0.97, 1.13) 0.217  1.04 (0.96, 1.13) 0.295 

Non-white race 2.00 (1.26, 3.19) 0.003**  1.66 (1.02, 2.70) 0.040** 

Low income 1.85 (1.19, 2.87) 0.006**  1.28 (0.76, 2.15) 0.353 

<HS education 1.44 (0.93, 2.23) 0.103  0.84 (0.50, 1.40) 0.497 

Married 0.23 (0.12, 0.44) <0.001**  0.26 (0.13, 0.53) <0.001** 

Age (centered) 0.96 (0.91, 1.00) 0.048**  1.01 (0.96, 1.06) 0.648 

Constant --- --- ---  0.23 --- --- 

Anxious Reaction 

ACES score 1.04 (0.96, 1.11) 0.346  1.02 (0.94, 1.10) 0.689 

Non-white race 0.82 (0.54, 1.25) 0.356  0.70 (0.45, 1.09) 0.111 

Low income 1.76 (1.16, 2.67) 0.008**  1.78 (1.08, 2.96) 0.025** 

<HS education 1.11 (0.73, 1.68) 0.628  0.71 (0.43, 1.16) 0.173 

Married 0.54 (0.33, 0.88) 0.013**  0.53 (0.29, 0.96) 0.037** 

Age (centered) 0.98 (0.94, 1.02) 0.383  1.01 (0.96, 1.06) 0.737 

Constant --- --- ---  0.42 --- --- 

** Statistically significant at =0.05 

* Statistically significant at =0.10 (“marginally” statistically significant) 
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Cannabis is one of the most commonly used substances among young adults. Evaluation of young adults

during acute THC intoxication has revealed that THC has a significant effect on inhibitory control;

however there is insufficient evidence describing chronic THC's effect. This study assesses the effect

of chronic cannabis use on inhibitory control and self−reported executive functioning skills using a

Stop Signal Task (SST) and the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function−Adult version (BRIEF−A).
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There were no significant differences between the performance of lifetime cannabis (n=30) and
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The project was conducted at an SNF over eight weeks with respiratory admissions (N = 17)

collected using the Quality Measure (QM) report and analyzed using a Pearson chi−square test. The

pre−implementation group had nine respiratory admissions (n =9) and the post−implementation group had

eight (n = 8). The chi−square test showed no statistical significance between the pre−implementation (2,

22%) and post−implementation (1, 12.5%), due to a small sample. However, a 10% reduction in respiratory

readmissions was accomplished through the use of the evidenced−based algorithm.
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Meniscus injuries that fail to heal can instigate catabolic changes in the knee, posing a high risk

for the development of post−traumatic osteoarthritis(PTOA). We have established human articular

cartilage−derived progenitor cell−lines(CPCLs) as a potential therapeutic tool for accelerating

meniscus tissue healing. Characterization of these cell lines revealed that they are less catabolic and

hypertrophic than marrow−derived stromal cells(BM−MSCs). The Stromal Cell−Derived Factor−1(SDF−1)/CXCR4

pathway is crucially important for stimulating the directional migration of CPCs to stimulate meniscal

fibrocartilage repair. In this study, our goal was to understand how SDF−1/CXCR4 signaling might play an

influential role in helping CPCs achieve their therapeutic efficacy.
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SDF−1. Collectively, our results show a precise fine−tuning of an intricate downstream network of the

SDF−1/CXCR4 axis that may govern how CPCs mediate chondroprotective anti−catabolic effects on the joint
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113 consecutive patients were evaluated (median age, 74.8 years; 47.8% Male). Of these patients, 87

experienced the mortality event, with a mean time to death of 4.3 years (minimum 0.7 years; maximum

14.2 years) following the initial IGTA procedure. Median tumor size was 1.8 cm (minimum 0.7 cm;

maximum 4.3 cm), and 101 patients (89%) had primary lung cancer. The initial lung tumor segmentation

using UNETR achieved a DICE score of .75, indicating a 75% overlap of the predicted segmentation

and the ground−truth. The survivability prediction task on the post−procedure scans using radiomic

features achieved a c−index of .70, showing a 70% chance the model will correctly predict which subject

has a longer survival time out of a random pair. The most predictive features were 3D and 2D. The

survivability prediction task on the pre−procedure scans achieved a c−index of .57, indicating that

post−procedure scans are more predictive of the survival of patients.
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Mindful eating can decrease maladaptive eating, and may be a good adjuvant to weight management

interventions. Mobile health (mHealth) interventions are viable for youth behavior change and there

is scarce literature on their use. The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)

integrates key predictive constructs for the behavioral intention to use technology. The study's aim

was to assess adolescent perceptions of an mHealth mindful eating intervention, as part of a study to

develop a mHealth mindful eating intervention for adolescents.
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statement 'I will use a mindful eating app if I have access to it.' Most weights were large (.. > 0.5)

except for facilitating conditions (.. = 0.01), which all teens endorsed (Table 1). The association with

behavioral intention was positive (.. ^ = 0.15, 95% CI [0.07, 0.23]). Reliability was acceptable (0.70).

Inductive codes included attitude, flexibility and overall perception. Deductive codes included easy to

understand, educational, appealing, engaging. Results pointed to app features that adolescents consider

important additions, including closed captions, a colorful interface, text reminders, and gamification.
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Analysis of the transcripts revealed that the decision−making process took place within the confines

of a biomedically oriented and movement−focused language. Dominant conceptual frameworks shaped

the manner in which the PTs viewed the psychological cognitive realm and ultimately influenced

their decision−making processes. Decision−making was influenced by 'physical therapist factors' and

factors external to the therapist. 'Physical therapist factors' included evaluation practices and the

therapists' values, judgements and beliefs. The evaluation of psychological factors was viewed as an

iterative process that often extended beyond the first visit. The questions posed by the PTs during the

history−taking portion of the evaluation were predominately biomedically focused; the sequencing and

content of the questions asked were remarkably similar among PTs. At the first visit, the development of

a therapeutic alliance was prioritized over the evaluation of pain beliefs. The PTs' values, judgements,

and beliefs that were shaped through personal and clinical experiences influenced their evaluation

approach. External factors included 1) healthcare system issues such as documentation and reimbursement

issues, and 2) patient cues to which therapists attended.
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chronic pain about psychosocial (cognitive, emotional, behavioral and social) factors. The questions

were scored on a 5−point Likert scale; a high score indicated a high number of questions were asked

about psychosocial factors. Face and content validity of the survey were established through expert

review. Psychometric testing demonstrated that the survey had strong test−retest reliability (r= 0.87,

at p< 0.005) and good to excellent internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha= 0.94). Multiple regression

analysis using forced entry method was used to investigate whether the above stated variables were

significant predictors of PTs' psychosocial scores.
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The initial search yielded 5891 articles, of which 67 studies describing 96 patients met criteria. The

most common ocular or neurological symptoms were vision loss (59.4%), headache (44.8%), and diplopia

(25%), while the most prevalent systemic symptoms were fatigue (20.8%), myalgia (18.8%), and nausea

(15.6%). Acute optic nerve abnormalities were observed in 84 patients (89.4%). Thirty−six patients had

a lumbar puncture with reported opening pressure, 17 (47.2%) of which were elevated. The most common

treatment option was intravenous antibiotic, typically ceftriaxone, followed by oral antibiotic,

typically doxycycline. 56.3% of patients had full recovery, and 12.5% had partial recovery of vision.
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There is limited understanding of the relationship between self−reported executive function (EF) and

in−office evaluation of EF. One component of EF is inhibitory control. As clinic−based assessments often

fail to show EF impairment in a 'real−world' environment due a well−controlled setting, self−reported

EF provides insight that may more accurately reflect lived experience. Therefore, it is reasonable to

conclude that understanding the relationship between self−reported EF and clinic−based assessments is

necessary to create precise, valid definitions of cognitive−constructs.
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Aim Neutropenia or neutrophil dysfunction are associated with increased susceptibility to severe

bacterial and fungal infections. Recently, we characterized murine neutrophil progenitor cell lines

(NPs) that are conditionally immortalized via HoxB8 expression and are uniquely capable of engrafting

in the naïve murine host. We propose that NPs may serve as a therapeutic adjunct for reducing infection

resulting from neutropenia or neutrophil dysfunction. To achieve this, it is first important to

understand the mechanisms of NP engraftment in the hematopoietic niche. We have observed that NPs home

and/or engraft via a VLA4−independent, beta1 integrin−dependent mechanism. We found that engrafted NPs

proliferate and differentiate into mature neutrophils that are mobilized to the periphery via canonical

CXCR2 signaling. Here, we describe studies to determine the impact of cytoreductive conditioning of

host niche space via antibody−mediated depletion of Ly6G−expressing cells or busulfan−mediated HSPC

ablation on NP engraftment. To further evaluate the potential translational utility of NPs, we also

probe candidate integrin alpha subunits and signaling receptors to determine their role in NP homing and

engraftment.
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All procedures were reviewed and approved by Lifespan IRB. 3D models of the tibiofemoral cartilage

were constructed from magnetic resonance images from a total of 21 study participants: 10 ACLR patients

(5M/5F) and 11 sex− and age−matched healthy controls (6M/5F). ACLR patients were between 10−15 years

post−surgery when post−traumatic osteoarthritis is detectible. Cartilage thickness was mapped between
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Colonoscopies are routinely performed in the pediatric population to aid in diagnosis of a variety of

gastroenterological conditions. To attain the highest yield, an adequate bowel preparation is essential.

Presently, a bowel preparation involves consuming laxatives with adherence to a clear liquid diet the

day prior to the procedure. This poses difficulties to patients and their families including hunger,

discomfort, parental anxiety, and poor adherence. Studies in the adult population comparing the use of a

clear liquid versus a low fiber diet have demonstrated that the low fiber diet is better tolerated, and

bowel preparation efficacy was similar to that of a clear liquid diet. The objective of this study is

to evaluate the efficacy of a low fiber diet in preparation for colonoscopy. We hypothesized that when

compared to a clear liquid diet, the liberalized low fiber diet would be better tolerated and equally

efficacious. Additionally, we evaluated whether a low fiber diet is associated with improved adherence,

especially among the younger population.
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This was a prospective, single blinded clinical study with two arms − clear liquid (standard) diet and

low fiber diet. Patients were randomly assigned. All subjects were offered the same medications for

bowel preparation in keeping with our institution's standard protocol. Patients within the low fiber

group were allowed an age−appropriate diet with meal options designed by our nutrition team, for a

maximum of seven grams of fiber daily. Those in the standard group were allowed a light breakfast and

drank clear liquids for the remainder of the day. Adequacy of the clean out was evaluated with the

Boston Bowel Preparation Scale (BBPS).
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ONC212 is a second−generation imipridone shown to have preclinical antitumor efficacy against human

pancreatic cancer cell lines. The mechanism of action of ONC212 is incompletely understood but has been

shown to bind to mitochondrial protease ClpP, expressed in pancreatic cancer cells, and suppress ClpX,

the regulatory binding partner of ClpP. In doing so, it impairs oxidative phosphorylation by decreasing

ATP production. While several studies have analyzed ONC212's capabilities in vitro, the sensitivity of

KPCy mouse pancreatic cancer cells to ONC212 has yet to be evaluated in vivo. We hypothesized that like

human pancreatic cancer cell lines, KPCy cells would demonstrate sensitivity to ONC212 in vivo. We aimed

to test this hypothesis using several doses of ONC212 in KPCy−bearing C57BL/6 mice.
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Bile duct cancers will affect approximately 8,000 individuals in the United States each year. These

are rare aggressive diseases with limited treatment options. ONC201 and ONC212 are members of the novel

imipridone class of antineoplastic agents which have shown promise in pancreatic cancer cell lines.

While ONC201 has been shown to induce both the integrated stress response and upregulate tumor necrosis

factor (TNF)−related apoptosis−inducing ligand (TRAIL), resulting in apoptosis, the mechanism of ONC212

is thought to be mediated through binding to mitochondrial protease ClpP, leading to reduced oxidative

phosphorylation from ClpX suppression. This project aims to determine the relative sensitivities of two

bile duct cancer cell lines to ONC201 and ONC212, as well as traditional chemotherapy and other select

agents.
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First−year college students (N=731; 41% male; 48% Non−Hispanic White, 21% Non−Hispanic Asian, 15%

Hispanic all races, 5% Non−Hispanic Black, and 11% Non−Hispanic other races) completed daily sleep

diaries (DSDs) for 9 weeks and completed the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) and Center for

Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES−D) following DSD completion. DSD data were used to compute

participants' Sleep Regularity Index (SRI). We used a nonparametric SEM bootstrap approach to examine

whether sleep regularity mediated associations between childhood trauma and depressive symptoms,

controlling for sex, race/ethnicity, and US vs. international status. Separate models were run for

CTQ total score and five CTQ subscale scores: emotional, physical, and sexual abuse, and physical and
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Glioblastoma (GBM), the most common primary malignant brain tumor of adulthood, is diagnosed by

neuroimaging and tissue biopsy, usually obtained surgically. Both methods are limited in differentiating

similarly−appearing neurological diseases and surgical risk respectively, hindering early GBM detection

and prognostication. Liquid biopsy (LB) provides a less invasive alternative to tissue biopsy via

fluid biomarker (eg, miRNA) analysis, and automatic tumor segmentation and radiomics feature extraction

overcome limitations of human variability and human−determined thresholds for image interpretation. Both

have individually demonstrated efficacy in GBM detection, yet no studies integrate them for optimizing

performance. Here we integrate deep−learning (DL) multimodal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) analysis

with miRNA expression analysis to determine if this combination improves GBM clinical monitoring

compared to separate applications.
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This IRB−approved retrospective study at Rhode Island Hospital involved 65 GBM patients with both

MRI and LB data available. MRI was performed every 2−3 months for 40 months, whenever possible per

standard of care. miRNA was acquired at least once post−operation per patient, typically within

1 month post−operation and prior to disease recurrence. 315 pre−processed MRIs were studied, each

including T1−non−contrast, T1−contrast−enhanced, T2, and FLAIR. miRNA expression data were quantified

using Nanostring nCounter at Brown Genomics Core. Statistical models using JADBio software identified

miRNA targets classifying samples via recurrence timeframe (eg, pre− versus post−recurrence samples).

Separately, BraTS, a DL brain MRI−processing and tumor segmentation pipeline, and PyRadiomics, an

automatic radiomics feature extraction package, identified radiomics features stratifying patients based

on survival outcomes. Radiomic and miRNA features were then assessed for additive value in improving

patient stratification according to recurrence time survival analysis.
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Self−compassion is an undervalued, yet teachable and powerful skill used to improve overall well−being.

Among adults diagnosed with a psychotic disorder, higher levels of self−compassion have been associated

with lower positive symptom (hallucinations, delusions) scores and lower levels of depression and

anxiety. Similarly, an adult sample of patients experiencing persecutory delusions was found to have

lower rates of self−compassion compared to controls, and suicidal ideation was highly correlated with

low self−compassion in this sample. Research exploring the interrelations among these variables is

limited and has yet to be explored in an adolescent sample.
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and suicidal ideation in a sample of 720 adolescents admitted to a psychiatric inpatient unit. Upon

admission, adolescents completed self−report measures of self−compassion (via the State Self−Compassion

Scale− Short Form), suicidal ideation (via the Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire− Junior), and

psychosis−spectrum symptoms (via the PRIME Screen). A subsample of adolescents (n=327) also completed a

semi−structured diagnostic interview; the psychosis module was used to assess current hallucinations and
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Antibiotic resistance has been steadily rising due to increased use of synthetic antibiotics, lack of

novel antibiotics, and poor stewardship, leading to a perilous 'post−antibiotic era.' Prompt innovation

is crucial to avoid millions of deaths from antibiotic−resistant infections by 2050. Organometallics

offer a potential solution, and our group has developed a silver carboxylate (AgCar) compound with

distinct bactericidal mechanisms. This study presents an overview of the release pharmacokinetics of

AgCar in Titanium dioxide−polydimethylsiloxane (TiO2−PDMS) matrix, its safety concerning human−derived

cell lines, antimicrobial efficacy, biofilm dysregulation, and impact on the viability of persister

cells.
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lines. Silver carboxylate outperformed most last resort antibiotics at 1X and 10X MIC against all tested

pathogens. At 10X MIC, it effectively dispersed and neutralized biofilms.
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Our study revealed that 1X silver carboxylate demonstrated comparable or lower cytotoxicity to crude

silver formulations and tested antibiotics. 10X silver carboxylate showed higher antimicrobial efficacy

in bacteria, persister cells and biofilms, however it also exhibited significant cytotoxicity across

human lines.
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Figure 1: Biofilm Images of MRSA MW2 and VRS1 in response to silver carboxylate treatment: 

A, B, C, D, E, F, and G show confocal images of biofilms for MW2. Image A is an untreated 

biofilm, and Images B, C, D, and E were treated with 1x, 10x, 30x, and 300x AgCar, 

respectively. Image F was a positive control treated with 100% AgCar, Image G was treated with 

vehicle only. All biofilms were stained with SYPRO, TOTO-1, and Concanavalin A (594). 
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Bacterial meningitis is a devastating cause of infection−related death in the U.S., with a mortality

rate of 6%−54% with antibiotics. Streptococcus pneumoniae causes 70% of bacterial meningitis cases in

adults over 65.8 Community−acquired E. coli meningitis is responsible for just 1%, yet it is among the

most deadly, with mortality rates from 50% to 90%. Common portals of E. coli entry include bacteremia

and urinary tract infection. First−line therapy of bacterial meningitis is empirical intravenous

antibiotic therapy and dexamethasone. However, only 30.36% of patients receive adjuvant dexamethasone,

and corticosteroids are associated with unfavorable outcomes in up to 50% of cases of bacterial

meningitis. The aim of this study is to summarize the literature concerning corticosteroid adjuvant

therapy for bacterial meningitis and present a case in which the incidental use of corticosteroids

immediately prior to infection may have prevented death.
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We present the case of a 72−year−old female with recent corticosteroid use who presented for a 1−day

history of altered mental status. She was found to have nuchal rigidity with positive Brudzinski,

headache, and fever. Blood and CSF cultures revealed E. coli meningitis bacteremia, and urine cultures

revealed E. coli and Klebsiella UTI. A brain and cervical spine MRI ruled out an abscess as the source

of infection. It was determined that her UTI was the likely focus of infection. The infectious disease

team proposed that the patient's recent corticosteroid use suppressed inflammation sufficiently enough

to prevent death in this elderly patient with multiple comorbidities.
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Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) using a tendon taken from elsewhere in the body is

the current standard−of−care after ACL tear. ACLR typically restores knee function to within ~10% of

values of uninjured counterparts; however, re−injury rates remain high and neuromuscular function and

dynamic joint motion are distinctly different from those of matched uninjured controls. Conversely,

bridge−enhanced ACL restoration (BEAR) is a new treatment that uses an extracellular matrix sponge

as a temporary scaffold for the torn ligament ends to grow across, recapitulating the native ligament

anatomy. Preliminary studies have shown that BEAR patients regain lower limb strength more fully and

report significantly better quality of life and sport/recreation indices compared to ACLR. Based on

these findings, our over−arching hypothesis is that BEAR surgery preserves neuromuscular activation

patterns that, in turn, promotes normal hop landing joint motion and corresponding patient−reported

outcomes compared to ACLR. This RIH Injury COBRE−sponsored project has 3 aims: 1) Apply our machine

learning approach to classify neuromuscular activity patterns within ACLR, BEAR, and healthy Control

groups; 2) Compare ACLR, BEAR, and Control subject anterior tibial position during a hop landing; and

3) Examine the agreement between functional measures (neuromuscular activity, tibial position) and

patient−reported outcomes.
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be recorded. Patient reported outcomes relating to patient quality of life and return to sport will

be collected using established questionnaires. Relationships will be tested using generalized linear

models.
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be collected using established questionnaires. Relationships will be tested using generalized linear

models.
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The clinical management of Serratia marcescens infections are particularly challenging due to

its intrinsic resistance to multiple classes of antibiotics. Antimicrobial resistance due to

poor stewardship and management is a health crisis, which renders the exploration of alternative

antimicrobials, such as organometallics a priority. Silver carboxylate (AgCar) released via a titanium

dioxide/polydimethylsiloxane (TiO2−PDMS) matrix developed in our laboratory has emerged as a promising

antimicrobial silver formulation. This study aims to further investigate and characterize the

antimicrobial properties of AgCar by evaluating its capacity to inhibit catalase and trigger reactive

oxygen species (ROS) release in Serratia marcescens.
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The magnitude and complexity of the evolving overdose crisis − currently a poly−substance epidemic − is

rendering classical approaches to drug testing and monitoring outdated and ineffective. The illicit drug

supply is constantly and rapidly changing, with fentanyl analogs and other novel psychoactive substances

increasing risk of adverse health outcomes and overdose among people who use drugs (PWUD). Research has

shown that PWUD will adjust their use practices when provided with accurate information of what is in

their drug supply. We sought to perform comprehensive drug testing on drug overdose patients and drug

samples to determine 1) the feasibility of comprehensive drug testing in the emergency department (ED);

and 2) the most common adulterants seen in the local Rhode Island drug supply to generate overview of

drug use patterns and clinical needs.
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Table 1. Results of the first 125 samples 
 

Sample characteristic n (%) 

Sample type 
Refuse 
Used paraphernalia 
Product 

  
17 (13.6%) 
53 (42.4%) 
55 (44%) 

Geographic location of sample1 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

  
114 (91.2%) 
    7 (5.6%) 
    4 (3.2%) 

Substance category of sample 
Opioid 
Stimulant 
Benzodiazepines 
Unknown 
Hallucinogen 

  
63 (50.4%) 
39 (31.2%) 
  8 (6.4%) 
  8 (6.4%) 
  7 (5.6%) 

Key substances and active cut in samples2  

Fentanyl and fentanyl analogs 
Xylazine 
Nitazene 
Cannabinoids 
Benzodiazepines 
     Designer benzodiazepine 

 
84 (67.2%) 
52 (40.8%) 
  1 (0.8%) 
13 (10.4%) 
12 (9.6%) 
  4 (3.2%) 

1Land delineations used the following definitions: urban (i.e., > 2,500 people per square mile and > 50% of land are 
classified as developed), suburban (i.e., 500-2,499 people per square mile and > 25% of land area classified as 
developed), and rural (i.e., <500 people per square mile or < 25% of land area classified as developed). 

2 Not mutually exclusive. 

 
Snapshot: Adulteration of supply with fentanyl and xylazine 


